Into the Unknown How Great Explorers Found Their Way by Land, Sea, and Air

By Stewart Ross

Candlewick. Paperback. Condition: New. Stephen Biesty (illustrator). 96 pages. Dimensions: 11.2in. x 9.6in. x 0.4in. Ready to relive some of the most daring voyages of all time. Unfold these spectacular cross sections and explore fourteen historic journeys. Open this dynamic book and discover how the greatest explorers in history from Marco Polo to Neil Armstrong plunged into the unknown and boldly pieced together the picture of the world we have today. With the help of masterful cross sections, dramatic storytelling, and sidebars that highlight key concepts, places, and technology, immerse yourself in such expeditions as: Leif Eriksson’s voyage to North America (eleventh century) Zheng He’s travels from China to East Africa (fifteenth century) Magellan’s circumnavigation of the globe (sixteenth century) Tenzing Norgay and Edmund Hillary’s scaling of Mt. Everest (twentieth century) Plus ten more exciting journeys! This item ships from multiple locations. Your book may arrive from Roseburg, OR, La Vergne, TN. Paperback.

Reviews

This book is very gripping and exciting. I was able to comprehend everything out of this written e-publication. You will not truly feel monotony at any time of your respective time (that’s what catalogs are for concerning should you question me).
-- Eulalia Schamberger

It is great and fantastic. I have gone through and I am sure that I will likely to study again once again later on. I am just easily could possibly get a enjoyment of looking at a published book.
-- Tad Stanton Sr.
Considering how much material is crammed into it, $10 is a steal. I actually recommend buying the paperback instead of the hardcover. The pages are larger, the format isn't quite as cluttered, and the fold-outs are less likely to be destroyed by adolescents. Read more. 12 people found this helpful. Helpful. Comment Report abuse. This book has been really enjoyed by my year 4 class during our Adventurers and Explorers topic. Fabulous detailed illustrations and lots of written information. Read more. What initially appears to be a kidsâ€™ gift book with a plethora of glitzy foldouts is actually a tidily focused, intriguingly illustrated account of fourteen explorations, not necessarily the most important in terms of what they found, but each one extraordinary for the way that it was made. Entries of Do you want to read the rest of this article? Request full-text. Advertisement. Citations (0). References (0).